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Chapter 2243 Walk for the sky!

Boom~ Like thunder, it exploded here.

Everyone here trembled.

Ericson and the others looked at Mark with even more doubts. No one knew, what
exactly was the blue dragon in Mark’s mouth?

“Could it be that Mr. Chu also has a hole card?” Lei Lao San frowned and said aloud.

“Dad, look, what is that?” Just as everyone was startled by Mark’s words, Greg Shen
suddenly yelled out of the crowd.

He pointed to the distant world and shouted loudly at Your Excellency HaiDollar.

This sudden scream shocked everyone.

Just when Shen Jiuyi was about to scold his son for making a fuss, the crowd suddenly
burst into noise.

“I’ll go!” “What’s going on?” “Is that a shooting star?” More and more people shouted,
and in the end, Chen Ao and the others were all attracted.

I saw in the depths of Tianhe, after the emergence of three special teams such as Wolf
Warriors, there were a few more black lights.

At first, those black lights looked like light spots.

The speed is so fast, only if the streamer passes by, it flies in at a terrible speed.

But as the black spot got closer, I finally saw it clearly.

“No~” “That’s not a light spot, it’s a person!” “It’s five people~” “They’re flying!” ….

“My God!” “Is it that the flying man can’t make it?” In the sight of the five flying
silhouettes, everyone’s panic inside trembled again.

Ericson’s eyes were staring, and Lei’s pupils shrank.



Greg Shen and the others are even more like seeing a ghost, looking at the five figures
that fly fast like light.

However, later, when the distance narrowed again, everyone could see clearly that
those people were not flying again, but like the previous members of special forces such
as Wolf Warriors and Flying Tigers, flying over the walls and leaping between high-rise
buildings.

It’s just that they are faster, jump farther, and have more agile body speed.

If you say, the previous three teams were like Feiyan.

Then these five people now are the eagles!

They crossed the sky, and they flashed quickly.

The majesty they showed was far beyond the three previous teams.

After they appeared, at a terrifying speed, they quickly approached the members of the
war wolf, flying tiger and other special forces in front.

“Father, is this also the special team you trained?” “What a strong power!” “What is it
called?” “Why don’t I know?” Xu He saw these five newly-appearing players and thought
it was his father’s hidden trump card. , I was overjoyed, but asked curiously.

However, Xu Junlin’s old face was gloomy, and there was an inexplicable solemn
connotation in his eyes.

Because he himself did not understand the situation.

I don’t know where these five people come from, let alone their intentions, whether they
are enemies or friends.

“However, looking at the clothes, they should all be members of the army.”

“Could it be that Haisheng sent me to support me?” After seeing the five men all wearing
military uniforms, Xu Junlin’s worries disappeared. After a few minutes, the majesty and
arrogance on his face became more intense.

“Haha~” “Hunboy, your death date is coming.”

“I told you a long time ago that to offend my Xu family, it will be the biggest mistake in
your life!” Xu He on the side grinned grimly.

In the words, full of hatred towards Mark.

After laughing, Xu He said in a deep voice, looking at the special members such as War
Wolf who had arrived here soon.



“War Wolf, Flying Tiger, Black Panther, quickly, help Ben General to kill him!” “Walking
for the sky~”

Chapter 2244 the eagle and the bird

Xu He roared wantonly.

However, the scene he was looking forward to did not appear.

In the ear, instead, there was a burst of miserable screams.

“Huh?” “What’s the matter?” Xu He looked back, and Xu Junlin also looked forward.

I saw, I don’t know when, the five figures that appeared last have already caught up.

After they caught up with the three teams of Wolf Warrior, Flying Tiger, and Panthers,
Dang Even launched an attack.

Bang Bang Bang~ Or fist or palm, or hack or chop.

These five figures, once shot, are the momentum of thunder.

They are like the fiercest hunters, in the dense forest, frantically hunting the prey ahead.

In just a few breaths of time, the members of the special team known as the strongest in
the summer were all kicked from the air.

What war wolf, what flying tiger, what black panther, now all become useless dogs.

Many of them were kicked directly from the top of a building tens of meters high, and
finally smashed on the concrete pavement below, smashed and killed on the spot.

Just like this, from the appearance of these special teams to the destruction of the entire
army, it only took a few tens of seconds.

However, the tremor brought to Xu Junlin in these tens of seconds was more than the
sum of this life.

Xu Junlin never dreamed that the blade of the country he was proud of would be blown
directly before it was released.

It felt like a soldier he had trained for many years and was killed on the south wall before
he even went to the battlefield.

That feeling of stubbornness and frustration made Xu Jun approaching crazy.



“Damn it~” “Those people, what’s the source?” Xu Junlin gritted his teeth and growled.

Just when Xu Junlin was about to let people investigate the coming of the five people,
who would have thought that the five figures, stepping on the ground, jumped all over
the place.

At the same time they landed, they also threw the members of the special forces such
as the Wolf Warriors and Flying Tigers just hunted on the ground like dogs.

In the next moment, the five people walked towards Mark, bowed and bowed together:
“Instructor Chu~” “Qinglong Team Captain Denren…”

“Member Croven Li~” “Member Sara Ma…”

…. .

“Come and report!” Five figures worshiped together.

The voices of respect are converging into a stream, shaking the world.

“Qing…Qinglong?” “Chu…Chu instructor?” “What’s the situation?” Denren and the
others’ voice of worship directly shocked everyone here.

Especially Xu Junlin was even more horrified.

He stared hard, watching the scene in front of him, almost cracking.

He couldn’t believe that the five strong in the army in front of him actually worshiped
Mark as the instructor and treated him so respectfully.

“You…you, who are you?” “If you are a soldier, you should worship this general instead
of the bullshit.”

“If not, then privately buy and sell military uniforms and pretend to be soldiers. What
crime should you be?” Xu Junlin sternly questioned Denren and others.

Denren did not answer, only Mark’s laughter echoed.

“Master, how?” “The strongest special team in your mouth is now a dead dog.”
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